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Introduction
Schemes for intense sources of high-energy muons require collection, rf capture, and transport of particle beams with unprecedented emittances, both longitudinally and transversely. These large emittances must be reduced or "cooled" both in size and in energy spread before the muons can be efficiently accelerated. Therefore, formation of muon beams sufficient1 y intense to drive a Neutrino Factory or Muon Collider requires multi-stage preparation. Further, because of the large beam phase space which must be successfully controlled, accelerated, and transported, the major stages that comprise such a facility: proton driver, production, capture, phase , rotation, cooling, acceleration, and storage are complex and strnngly interlinked. Each of the stages must be consecutively matched and simultaneously optimized with upstream and downstream systems, meeting challenges not only technically i n the optics and component design, but also in the modeling of both new and extended components. One design for transverse cooling, for example, employs meter-diameter solenoids to maintain strong focusing-300-500 mr beam divergences-across ultralarge momentum ranges, > 520% ,6plp, defying conventional approximations to the dynamics and field representation. To now, the interplay of the different systems and staging strategies has not k e n formally addressed. This work discusses two basic, but diffet-ent approaches to a Neutrino Factory and how the staging strategy depends on beam parameters and method of and Muon Colliders, the captured transverse and muon collider [,l'l. In the former the required emittance longitudinil beam emittances are unpiecedented. In reduction is tailored to the conditions for acceleration comparison with high-energy hadron facilities, the and in the latter for the collider ring. The challenge, transverse eniittiince is ii factor of 1000 larger and the then, in the design of these facilities lies in the large longitudinal emittance, is 20-lOOx larger even after beam emittances further complicated by the short muon bunching and phase rotation. Acceleration and collision lifetime, or timescale on which these facilities must of intense muon beams beconies impractical withrut a operate significant reduction, or cooling, of incipient emittances-transversely by a factor of 2. 5 
Summary
Using references to the acceleration schemes discussed above, a simplistic view of cooling for a Neutrino Factory is illustrated in Figure 2 . 
Cooling in a Neutrino Factory
1':mittance reduction, or ionization cooling, occurs because the muon beam loses momentum in all directions when traversing a target, or so-called absorber, and this energy loss can be replaced solely in the longitudinal direction by re-acceleration in an rf cavity; thus decreasing the beam's divergence for n given transverse dimension. The designs of stable optical configurations for cooling channels are particularly challenging because the straightforward cooling dynamics described above compete with the stochastic processes in the absorber; predominately multiple, or Coulomb, scattering which w h e a t the beam. A net cooling effect can be achieved only if the cooling terms surpass the reheating ones, ii state achieved through proper optics design in a cooling channel. The equation which follows represents the emittance increase in an absorber due to niultiple scattering and, in the presence of cooling (reacceleration by an rf cavity), the minimum emittance achievable for a specific channel dcsign. From an optics standpoint, it is clear From equation I that the lower the average,beta across the target, the proportionally lower the emittance increase from re-heating (multiple scattering), and thei-efbi-e, the lower the achievable equilibrium emittance
where p.L is the transverse beta function at the absorhei-, [3 the relativistic velocity, mu the mass of the muon, LR the radiation length 0 1 the absorber material, and dE/ds the energy IOSI per meter in the absorber. Therefore, the performance of a cooling channel depends not only on the beta functions at the absorber and on their constancy across a large momentum range, but, as important, on the ratio of the starting emittance to the equilibrium emittance; the ratio needs only to be larger than -1.5 for effective cooling. This observation indicates that the extremely low beta functions required in the latter stages of cooling are not a prerequisite during the early stages and may actually be less optimal from both a technical and nonlinear standpoint. Relaxing the low-beta conditions at the absorber impacts tremendously the design, stability and strength of the elements used in the upstream cooling. This observation will later be used to optimize the design of the cooling channels and adapt to the mode of acceleration chosen.
Assuming that a full transverse acceptance of 1.5a to 2rt cm-rad, as required for an RLA, corresponds to 2.50 of n Gaussian beam profile, the rms normalized emittance demanded from transverse cooling is 2.471 to 3 . 2~ mmrad. This degree of cooling (Equation 1) corresponds to a cooling channel with a low-beta of < 0.5 m at the absorber.
In the FFAGs, the relaxed transverse conditions allow betas at the absorber to increase to 51 and 52.5 m for scaling and nonscaling machines, respecti vel y.
In momentum the practical range for ionization cooling extends roughly from -150 to -600 GeV/c. Application of all or part of this range in the specification and design of a cooling channel depends on the output emittance requirements for acceleration. For RLAs with their restricted momentum acceptance, a transverse cooling channel with a 155-245 MeV/c acceptance based on large-aperture solenoids and followed by longitudinal cooling is the accepted solution. In the case of FFAG acceleration one argues for a cooling channel which can accept and cool over as much of this momentum range as possible.
When combined with the relaxed transverse specifications, a simple, quadrupole-based channel is well-suited to FFAG acceleration. The concepts for this channel will be developed in the following sections. Such a channel could also serve as a precooling stage for RLA acceleration.
Linear Quadrupole Precooler
When beta functions at the absorber exceed or approach one meter, the focusing strength is dramatically reduced and the absorber no longer has to be located at the lowest or a very-low beta point, allowing more flexibility in the choice of optical stsucture and focusing elements. This observation represents the basis for designing a competitive cooling channel based on normal-conducting quadrupoles in a simple lens, or FOl)O-cell configuration. Its application is solely as an upstreant stage of cooling and, being a linear channel with no bends, serves tc reduce the large transverse beam size in preparation for acceleration in an FFAG or for injection into ring coolers.
3.l.lOptical Structures:
With a sufficientlyrelaxed beta at the absorber, one can consider a short, alternating quadrupole lens structure. The advantages of a short FODO cell structure: over a doublet or triplet quadrupole telescope are prirnarily in the acceptance and stability of optical parameters over a tremendous chromatic I-ange. The dynamical range in telescope structures is about *5% Sp/p, beyond which there is no closed-orbit solution.
The limited momentum acceptance of the tripIeUdoublet quadrupole channels restrict their implementation to after longitudinal, or momentum, cooling has occurred and M e not considered further here. However, in standard (implying i-epetitive) FODO-cell optics, the minimum beta in one plane is located at the maximum beta in the other. A minimum beta or beam size cannot be established simultaneously in both planes, and, therefore, the absorber cannot be located at the lowest beta point in this type of channel.
The smallest beta for both planes combined is found halfway between the quadrupoles, at the "crossing point" in and p, , Due to this limitation, the valid application of a FODO-based cooling channel is just after capture and phase rotation.
Construction of FODO OuadruDole Cooling Cell

FODO-based Cooling Cell:
For a short FODO cell, the average beta in both planes is equal and lies between I and 2 meters for normal conducting quadrupoles and short (-0.5 m) spacing between them.
The value of the beta functions at the crossing point is unusually stable over a large momentum range: from -20% to almost il007c if the phase advance is adjusted properly. The optics rationale for its design and stability will be discussed after a presenting the physical parameters chosen for this channel.
'The physical parameters chosen for this channel shown in Figure 3 were initially chosen to be comparable, or competitive with the sFOFO chennel [Z] . The apertuie of the quadrupole was chosen somewhat conservativelyits length is constrained to be equal to its apenure-in order that the quadrupole field profile and therefore the optics are not fringe-field dominated.
The average beta achieved at the absorber in this channel is 1.6 m at 200 MeVlc (this is the defined central momentum of the sFOFO channel[21). This absorber beta yields a design equilibrum emittance (rms. normalized) of 6.871 mm-rad, or a practical rms final beam emittance of 10.211 mm-mrad. Assuming a 2.50
Gaussian, the full final transverse beam emittance is then 6 . 4~ cm-rad, or a factor of 2.5 below the 16n cmrad emittance coming from the upstream bunching stage.
Momentum Performance of FODObased Cooling Cell:
With the extreme demands placed on momentum performance, it is instructive to examine the FODO cell under the precepts of thin-lens conditions. First, it is useful to choose a reference momentum, po, and study the phase advance as a function of momentum relative to the rei'erence in order to evaluate performance limits. For such a study, it is only practical to assign a working point, or initial cell phase advance, to this reference momentum and one which is centrally located between stability limits: 0' -cosPdp=----dp I PO 2 2 J Z P 2
01
Notice that for a po of 200 MeV/c, the above analysis (equation 2) gives a lower momentum cutoff for the channel of -140 MeV/c and, at large p, the phase advance varies more and more slowly, as Upz. The results of this analysis are graphed in Figure 3 clearly demonstrating the large play in momentum of the simple-lens FODO cell. 'When compared with calculations, an almost constant factor of 0.8 was needed to translate the changes in phase advance from the thin-lens model to ones accurate for the channel as designed. "Thick" quadrupoles actually extend the momentum reach of the channel beyond the thin-lens prediction.
"he slow variation in phase advance does not set restrictions on the length of the cell, but the variation of the peak beta function with momentum does. Using the definitions above, the peak beta function for a FODO cell is given by:
In the above equation (4), (~2 -K -1) can only be set to 0 locally (at -76"), but this does not guarantee stability in the beta function over a large range in momentum. The only approach that minimizes dpmax/dp over a broad spectrum is to let L approach 0. No drift between quadrupoles is optimal, but the choice of a short drift of -0.5 ni (which corresponds here to a half-cell length of I m) intentionally slows the variation of the maximum beam size with energy and at the same time insures a more feasible technical channel design. (Absorbers and rf cavities are not installed inside magnet apertures.) The variation of the maximum beta with momentum for this design is shown below.
When the momentum dependence of the average beta at the absorber was studied, the change was also small up to 300 MeV/c due to the slowly varying peak beta values as a function of momentum. The minimum beta value is a strong function of energy, hut not the peak beta, indicating a large. constant geometrical acceptance as a function of energy for a given quadrupole aperture. Simulations were initiated using a standard Enge function fd-off[l31 for the quadrupole end-field profile which is known to represent fringe field effects to an accuracy sufficient for the initial analysis.
where z is the distance perpendicular to the effective field boundary (for multipoles.this is the arc length along the reference trajectory), D is the full aperture of the element and al -36 are the Enge coefficients which depend primarily on the geometric details of the element and ate adjusted to reproduce measured or designcomputed data. The simulations were performed with "as-built" or measured quadrupole end fields of existing large-aperture quadrupoles1 141.
For the tracking, particles were launched in 2 cm steps along both axes and along the diagonal starting at the center of the absorber.' Without cooling (absorber and rf cavity), the ideal solenoidal channel-with no field errors--exhibited an average SO% larger dynamic aperture over its stable range in momentum acceptance, p=155-250 M e V k than the quadrupole channe1,with full fringe fields. (Without fringe fields, the quadrupole channel has the larger transverse acceptance.) With cooling turned on, however, the transmission losses in the quadrupole channel exclusive of muon decay were almost negligible--less than I %. (This tranmission corresponds to an rms bunch length of 7.5 cm, a oE of 12 MeV, qp,=60", Aq$= f54°,which corresponds to the 200 MHz rf bucket being about half filled.) Since the cooling rapidly reduces the emittance, the dynamic aperture is almost not relevant because a beam that tills the entire quadrupole aperture is cooled and is not lost even in the piesence of fringe fields.
The predicted cooling behavior was observed: if a Gaussian distribution is launched which fills the quadrupole apertwe, then the final rms of the distribution was found to be near 6.8 mm-rad (normalized) for this specific channel (Figure 9) . The longitudinal losses of the quadrupole channel appear to be less than the solenoidal channel, the reason being the absence of longitudinal-transverse comelations that plague solenoids.
-I Figure 9 . Emittance reduction as a function of number of cooling cells. Left plot shows this starting emittance in x, no emittance in y with corresponding emittance growth up to the equilibrium emittance. Plot on right are particles launched in x,y Gaussian distributions, but along the diagonal.
As mentioned it is important to calibrate the expanded momenruin reach of the quadrupole cooling channel. The important point to note here is thilt because the geometrical acceptance is constant, the normalized one is increasing (the relativistic velocity is not changing potentially represents the baseline scenario for the next 1J.S. feasibility study.
